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Abstract. In this tutorial we provide an insight into Web Mining, i.e., discovering
knowledge from the World Wide Web, especially with reference to the latest
developments in Web technology. The topics covered are: the Deep Web, also known
as the Hidden Web or Invisible Web; the Semantic Web including standards such as
RDFS and OWL; the eXtensible Markup Language XML, a widespread
communication medium for the Web; and domain-specific markup languages defined
within the context of XML We explain how each of these developments support
knowledge discovery from data stored over the Web, thereby assisting several realworld applications.
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1 Introduction
This tutorial focuses on knowledge discovery from the Web with particular emphasis
on the Deep Web, Semantic Web and XML including domain-specific markup
languages. The vast amount of data stored and exchanged over the World Wide Web
is a huge source of knowledge that can be useful in various potential applications.
Among the recent advances in Web technology, we have the Deep Web over
which stored information is not obvious but needs to be inferred, for example from
queries through forms. The Semantic Web encompasses standards such as RDFS and
OWL which often serve as the basis for defining ontology with reference to context.
XML, the eXtensible Markup Language has become a widely accepted means of
communication with its descriptive tag sets that can be extended to add semantics to
the data stored on the Web. This also facilitates the development of domain-specific
markup languages that can be accepted as the lingua franca for communication in
their respective fields.
All these developments provide great potential for mining the Web, i.e.,
discovering knowledge from the stored data. The data available on the Web is
typically in a semi-structured format which presents additional challenges in
knowledge discovery as opposed to data stored in traditional relational databases. In
this tutorial we address various aspects of knowledge discovery from the Web with
respect to these developments. We give an overview of the Deep Web, Semantic

Web, XML and domain-specific markup languages in terms of their fundamental
concepts and explain how each of these enable knowledge discovery. Suitable
examples are provided at relevant points in the tutorial. Interesting real-world
applications are also described. The tutorial is thus divided into four parts as
described in the following four sections.

2 The Deep Web
A large part of the information present in the World Wide Web is hidden to currentday search engines, because it is not accessible through hyperlinks but lies in
databases queried through forms. This Deep Web (or Hidden Web, or Invisible Web)
has been estimated to contain 500 times as much data as the Surface Web. If such
precise measures are debatable, this order of magnitude has been confirmed by recent
work, and it is unquestionable that with information of the best quality (e.g., Yellow
Pages services, U.S. Census Bureau, library catalogs, bibliography), the hidden Web
is not only an invaluable source of information, but is also, due to its semi-structured,
template nature, a rich source for knowledge discovery.
Access to content of the Deep Web requires filling in and submitting (HTML)
forms, in order to retrieve some response pages, typically structured as lists or table
records. Two approaches coexist for benefiting of the data hidden behind forms. The
first one, the most straightforward, which has been advocated and experimented with
by Google is an extensional one: response pages generated by the deep Web service
are just stored as regular Web pages, that can be queried and retrieved as usual. The
second approach, exemplified by the METAQUERIER system, is intensional: the goal is
not to store response pages, but to understand the structure of both forms and response
pages, and thus to know the semantics of this service, that can then be called as
needed, depending on a user query. In either case, some schema matching and text
mining techniques are used to associate form fields with concepts, in order to generate
corresponding response pages. In the intensional case, understanding the structure of a
response page means discovering the template this page was created from, either by
unsupervised techniques such as ROADRUNNER, or by (semi-)supervised techniques.
This part of the tutorial presents different approaches for accessing the Deep Web,
including but not limited to our own work, and shows how relevant data and
information can be discovered and extracted from it.

3 The Semantic Web
The Semantic Web project envisions that people will publish semantic information in
a computer-processable formalism that allows the information to be globally
interlinked. For this purpose, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has developed
the knowledge representation formalisms RDFS and OWL. These formalisms are
based on XML, but go beyond it by specifying semantic relationships between entities
and even logical constraints on them. A collection of world knowledge in these
formalisms is commonly called an ontology.

In this section of the tutorial, we first explain the vision and the applications of the
Semantic Web project. We then give an introduction to semantic knowledge
representations and ontologies in general. We also explain the knowledge
representation formalisms RDFS and OWL, their syntax and semantics. We show
where the Semantic Web has already taken off: Several large-scale ontologies are
available online and are interlinked in the spirit of the Semantic Web. We explain
how this information was gathered from different sources and how it can be queried
using the SPARQL query language. Furthermore, we emphasize how this enhances
knowledge discovery.

4 XML, the eXtensible Markup Language
The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) has become a standard language for data
representation on the Web. With the continuous growth in XML based Web data
sources, the ability to manage collections of XML documents and discover
knowledge from them for decision support is increasingly important.
Mining of XML documents significantly differs from structured data mining and
text mining. XML allows the representation of semi-structured and hierarchal data
containing not only the values of individual items but also the relationships between
data items. Element tags and their nesting therein dictate the structure of an XML
document. Due to the inherent flexibility of XML, in both structure and semantics,
discovering knowledge from XML data is faced with new challenges as well as
benefits. Mining of structure along with content provides new insights and means into
the knowledge discovery.
Recognizing the increasing interest in XML mining, this portion of the tutorial
aims to discuss challenges that occur while mining the XML based Web data along
with their solutions. We also provide issues and directions for research and
development work in the future.

5 Domain-Specific Markup Languages
A significant expansion in the area of the Web and XML is the development of
domain-specific markup languages. Such languages typically encompass the syntax
of XML and capture the semantics of the given domains. Storing and exchanging data
in this format, i.e., using XML based markups greatly boosts knowledge discovery. In
this section of the tutorial we provide an overview of domain-specific markup
languages with some real-world examples. We consider state-of-the-art markups, e.g.,
MML, the medical markup language, MatML, the Materials Markup Language and a
few more.
We briefly outline the steps involved in the development of markup languages, the
desired features of the languages, the use of XML constraints in preserving domain
semantics and additional requirements, and the retrieval of information from the
markups using XQuery, XPath and others in the XML family. We explain how data
storage using such markup languages can assist data mining with classical techniques

such as association rules. We also stress on the fact that in addition to a having
adequate schemas for the markups, relevant ontological developments using standards
in the literature can further assist the discovery of knowledge from data in the
respective domains. A summary of our own research as well as related work by others
in the area is discussed.
In conclusion, we summarize the most important points in the tutorial and briefly
touch upon the potential for future work in the area of Web Mining.
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